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ABSTRACT 

The study of Power TAC is a Multi-Agent competitive simulation test-bed, providing 

opportunity to simulate research and developments of electronic agents which can 

manage the tasks of the consumers and energy resources in a virtual energy 

infrastructure. According to the Power TAC scenario, Plug-in Electrical Vehicles are a 

special type of consumers that interact with this infrastructure and sometimes with the 

producers through aggregators. The aim of this study is modeling an intelligent Plug-in 

Electric vehicle agent for Power TAC that acts as an intermediary between Power TAC 

grid and vehicle owners. The proposed agent acts autonomously and is capable of 

making decisions about its energy needs by learning the driving behaviors and other 

preferences of these vehicle owners in a specified time interval. These agents will be 

able to make decisions about buying energy from the grid when the charging process is 

necessary or sell their energy back to the grid when the conditions of the electricity 

market are sufficiently attractive. The objective of this study is to model a Multi-Agent 

system for automating the process of charging the plug-in Vehicle Agents in Power 

TAC scenario by determining the necessary agents and the simulation environment 

where the agents constructed and simulated. Аs results of this study, different strategies 

are defined by considering the preferences of the vehicle owners and the conditions of 

the vehicle; thereby the agents autonomously bid behalf of their user in order to 

automate the process of charging.  

 

KEYWORDS: Power TAC, Vehicle Agent, Multi-Agent Systems, Electric Vehicle 

Agent. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

The nature of the processes and the information involved in these processes are often distributed in 

today’s world.  Systems are responsible for different parts of the processes and the combination of these 

processes emerge their effects. As a result of these, the expectations of the users are increasing from the 

applications which they are using.  They expect from these applications the ability of intelligent 

anticipation, adaptation and actively seeking ways to support users.  These facts indicate that there is a 

need to use flexible and adaptive systems that are capable of operating in open, dynamic environments in 

order to satisfy the increasing demand of computational capabilities. Software agent technology can be 

seen as a common dominator for such applications. 

The term agent has been commonly used in a variety of simple or complex applications such as 

intelligent assistants, email filters, mobile applications, and large, open complex mission critical systems. 

In particular, there is no real agreement on the definition of an agent. [21]. Agents’ abilities vary 

significantly, depending on their roles, capabilities, and their environment. To describe these abilities 

different notions of agent hood have been introduced. The weak notion of agent introduced by Jennings et 

al. in [23] is often used as a reference (see also [24]). The weak notion of agency requires the behaviour of 

agents to exhibit at least the following four types of behaviour: 

 Autonomous behavior 

Intelligent agents are able to act without human intervention and capable of control their own actions 

and internal state. 

 Responsive behaviour 

Intelligent agents are able to perceive their environment and respond to changes that occur in it in order 

satisfy their design objectives.  

 Pro-active behaviour 

Intelligent agents are able to take initiative in order to satisfy their design objectives. 

 Social behaviour 

Intelligent agents are able to interact with other agents in order to satisfy their design objectives. 
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 Some important concepts in Multi Agent Systems (MAS) are missing a universally accepted 

definition. In computer science, the definition of a multi-agent system (MAS) is “a collection of software 

agents that work in conjunction with each other. They may cooperate or they may compete, or some 

combination of cooperation and competition, but there is some common infrastructure that results in the 

collection being a 'system', as opposed to simply being a disjoint set of autonomous agents”[25]. From 

another perspective a MAS can be seen as a system described in terms of aggregations of goal-oriented, 

interacting and autonomous entities, placed in a shared environment. [20]. The MAS paradigm provides a 

means to characterize distributed processes on the basis of the systems responsible for the performance of 

these different processes. These systems are the agents in a multi-agent system. Agents do not solely react 

to the environment, but may act proactively as well as be able to respond to the changes in their 

environment.  

Recently there has been interest in projects concerning load balancing the energy grid by using Multi-

Agent Systems and these studies rely on an intelligent approach to automate the tasks of consumers and 

producers.  It has been commonly accepted that intelligent approaches can increase the efficiency of the 

energy infrastructure. On the other hand, they can also cause harmful results like the California energy 

breakdown example in 2000[18] if the behavior of market participants is not sufficiently accounted for in 

the design of such markets. Power TAC attempts to give a solution for the problem that occurred in the 

recent studies and rely on creating an intelligent market where the participants are implemented as agents. 

In this study we will particularly focus on the design of Plug-in Vehicle Agents for the scenario which are 

large energy consumers during their charge cycle.  

The aim of the study is to implement software agents representing Plug-in vehicles in Power TAC 

scenario that will be capable of judging the conditions of the driver, vehicle and the energy grid and 

thereupon autonomously negotiate their energy needs with the energy grid for their users without 

necessarily involving a human user. For doing this, the proposed vehicle agents are expected to interact 

with their environment, both with vehicle owners about their preferences and with the grid about the 

conditions of the energy prices, in order to act intelligently in the negotiation process. These agents take 

all of the factors mentioned above into account and bid behalf of their users. 

The proposed agents use the driving pattern information of the vehicle owner and the car state 

information to make a proper decision in negotiation process. The combination of these types of data 

influences the agent’s behavior about energy trade. In a specific time of the day the agent might charge its 
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battery when the battery of the vehicle is low and the movement probability of the vehicle owner is high in 

the near future. On the other hand the agent might choose to sell its energy back to the grid when the 

energy prices are attractive and the movement probability of the vehicle owner is lower. During our study 

we will try to test different algorithms upon the scenario and as a result of these we would try to define a 

proper agent based solution representing plug-in vehicle agents for Power TAC. This study is structured as 

follows;   

In chapter 2, background of the research is introduced by explaining the Power TAC scenario, the 

importance of Plug-in vehicles and the interaction between Plug-in Vehicle Agent and the environment. In 

chapter 3, the research questions are presented.  In chapter 4, the research methodology followed during 

this research is explained. In the following chapter, chapter 5, a review of literature that can be relevant for 

this research is presented. Chapter 6 presents the conceptual design of the system from the task 

perspective. Chapter 7 presents the conceptual design of the system from Multi Agent Perspective and 

gives insight to the utility algorithm that manages the energy management process for the Plug-in Vehicle 

Agent. In chapter 8, the setup of the experiment and results of the research are presented and discussed. In 

chapter 9, a conclusion is presented and the pointers for the future work are given.  
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Chapter 2 Background 

 

2.1 Power TAC 

For centuries the world was seen as an unlimited source of materials presented humans to survive. The 

sustainability issues have been avoided for decades and as a result of this, climate change became an 

international concern for the world society. Currently many studies and researches are looking for alternative 

energy resources to replace fossil energy resources. This fact indicates the necessity of changing the current 

electricity infrastructure significantly by installing large numbers of distributed renewable energy generators, 

which are often intermittent in the nature. Power TAC is built to satisfy this requirement for providing a test-

bed before creating a new infrastructure for the energy obviously by considering the risk of having trouble 

when the new infrastructure is not tested carefully. According to study of Carsten Block, John Collins, 

Wolfgang Ketter and Christof Weinhardt [2], “Power TAC is a competitive simulation testbed to stimulate 

research and development of electronic agents that help manage these tasks. Participants in the competition 

will develop intelligent agents that are responsible to level energy supply from generators with energy 

demand from consumers. The competition is designed to closely model reality by bootstrapping the 

simulation environment with real historic load, generation, and weather data. The simulation environment 

will provide a low-risk platform that combines simulated markets and real-world data to develop solutions 

that can be applied to help building the self-organizing intelligent energy grid of the future.” In other words 

Power TAC can be seen as a derivation of TAC Supply Chain Management [6] created for testing purposes of 

the new integrated renewable energy sources to a specific region. This study aims to use an agent based 

approach for balancing the grid because agents are capable of processing information faster than humans and 

also have reactivity enabling them to adjust conditions in the market. Figure 1 illustrates the roles in this 

scenario and the contracting phase that represents a short period of time 60 seconds. During this contracting 

phase, aggregator agents try to acquire energy generation capacity from local producers and from the regional 

exchange, and sell energy tariffs to local customers. In this scenario agents are able to monitor prices, set 

prices and react on the spot to market changes autonomously. 
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Figure 1: Roles in Power TAC. 

2.2 Importance of the Plug-in Vehicles in Power TAC 

 

Current incentives and promotion to electrical vehicles are resulting in a significant increase in the 

numbers of the electrical vehicles, however researchers claims that the current energy infrastructure is not 

sufficient enough to supply this increasing energy demand of the plug in vehicles. Power TAC aims to test 

the energy infrastructure in a test-bed by including the plug-in vehicle’s (PEV) energy demands as well as 

other energy consumers. In this scenario PEV customers are comparably large energy consumers as 

compared to the households during their charge cycle but might decide to discharge some of their stored 

energy at their own discretion if the power generation prices are sufficiently attractive [2]. During our study 

we will try to create a vehicle agent model that would represent electric vehicles in Power TAC. The 

proposed vehicle agent model would reflect as close to real behaviour as possible in consuming and 

generating energy for the energy grid. 
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2.3 Interaction between Energy Management MAS and Power TAC Environment 

 

The environment is an important aspect in an agent based solution because agents observe, communicate 

and act upon their environment in order to meet their design objectives. This part of the study describes the 

environment of the plug-in vehicle agent and the relationship between the plug-in vehicle agent, its 

cooperating agents and the environment. In the first part, we will give an overview of Power TAC Scenario. 

In the following part we will describe the environment and the agents situated in it in detail. The role of 

energy management agent and the algorithm that our agent might use will be described in the following 

section in more detail. 

 

2.3.1 Overview to Power TAC Scenario 

Figure 2 illustrates the interactions in the Multi Agent System. The energy grid situated on the top of the 

figure provides the energy prices. These energy prices are gathered by the broker agent that is situated below 

the energy grid. The broker agent deals with the interaction between the consumers and the producers. The 

energy Management agent, which is situated in the middle of the figure, deals with the energy management 

process and it cooperates with the Plug-in Vehicle which is providing the vehicle information and the Vehicle 

Owner Agent which is providing vehicle owner information. Information coming from these agents is 

evaluated in the Energy management Agent and then the negotiation takes place between the Energy 

Management Agent and the Broker Agent which is situated on the top of the figure. As it is illustrated in the 

Figure, the Energy Management agent does not have direct interaction with the External world however it 

gets world information through other cooperating agents.  
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Figure 2: An overview of Energy Management Agent Environment. 
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2.3.2 Role of Energy Grid 

The energy grid in the Power TAC scenario consists of distributed energy sources and interacts with 

broker agents which purchase power from different types of energy sources. As it is shown in figure 2, the 

energy management agent will have contact with the grid through these broker agents. The role of the energy 

grid would be providing energy prices to the broker agent. In our study we will use EEX (European Energy 

Exchange) data for the energy prices for our virtual energy grid. It will be assumed that prices would not be 

changed based upon the energy demand. 

2.3.3 Role of Broker Agent 

 

When the broker Agent collects the EEX energy prices from the grid, biding sessions will start in every 

hour between the broker and the energy management agent. Broker agents in the proposed simulation would 

act as “aggregators,” purchasing power from distributed sources and from regional energy exchanges, and 

selling power to consumers. These agents would be the bridge between the energy grid and the plug-in 

vehicle agents for the energy negotiation process. The Broker Agent sends every hour an offer to the energy 

management agent and after receiving the offers, the energy management agent will decide either to buy 

energy from the grid, to sell electricity back to the grid or to do nothing and wait for the future offers. 

 

2.3.4 Role of Vehicle Owner Agent 

The Vehicle owner preferences and the behavior of the vehicle owner are important aspects for 

automating the negotiation process between the plug-in vehicle agent and the broker agents. Our agent will 

take the user preferences into account such as price importance or time flexibility. Based upon the 

preferences of the vehicle owner our agent will decide the strategy or currently required amount of energy to 

buy or sell by combining with the information about current conditions of the vehicle.  
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2.3.5 Role of Plug-in Vehicle Agent 

 

The current status information of the plug-in Vehicles can be seen as an important aspect for plug-in 

vehicle agents about making decisions. Here the plug-in vehicle agent will be responsible in providing the 

state of charge of the vehicle’s battery, the characteristics of the vehicle and location of the car information. 

The energy management agent would combine the current status information of the vehicle with the vehicle 

characteristics information in order to decide to buy or sell the energy. 

2.3.6 Role of Energy Management Agent 

 

The expected behavior of the plug in agents will be acting like a human and making intelligent decisions 

about buying or selling the energy. The energy management agent will judge the offers based upon the 

conditions of the vehicle and vehicle owner agent. The vehicle agent would provide state information such as 

location, state of charge and vehicle characteristics information whereas the vehicle owner agent would 

provide more behavioral information such as driving patterns and preferences of the vehicle owner like the 

degree of flexibility information. The role of energy management agent would be evaluating these complex 

pieces of information and result with a reasonable decision.   
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Chapter 3 Research Questions 

In order to indicate the importance of the topics we defined our focus area by the emphasis of the research 

questions. The main research question that we will focus during our study is;  

 

 Q1: How can we create an agent that bids on behalf of an electric car owner, thereby taking the 

driving behaviour and the preferences of the plug-in vehicle owner and the vehicle status and 

characteristics into account? 

 

On the emphasis of this question, our study should answer these following questions; 

 

 Q1.1: How should the energy management agent utilize the vehicle status and vehicle 

characteristics information to automate the charging process? 

 

 Q1.2: How can we define the preferences of the user for automating the process of charging?  

 

 Q1.3: How should these plug-in vehicle agents behave for buying or selling energy by 

considering the variations of the energy prices in combination with the developed user and 

vehicle models?  
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Chapter 4 Research Methodology 

 

A research methodology provides tools and techniques that researchers can use for gaining knowledge, 

firmer understanding and solving problem [26]. During our study we first identified the aspects that would be 

important for creation of the agents and their environment. We gathered necessary data to automate process 

of charging electric vehicles from multiple resources such as domain surveys and literature review study. In 

order to create the plug-in vehicle agent model as realistic as possible, a wide research on the plug-in vehicles 

is made and the characteristics of those vehicles are applied to the plug-in vehicle agent model. The 

movement data used in this study is gathered from the generator which is generating artificial driving patterns 

of the vehicle users as a result of a large survey made in Karlsruhe University [27]. After creating the model 

of the plug-in vehicle agent, we built the plug-in vehicle agents and its environment. In order to model the 

agents, “Compositional Design and Reuse of a Generic Agent Model” is used which abstracts from specific 

application domains and provides a unified formal definition of a model for weak agenthood [19]. Later on, 

we simulated our agents in the environment and gathered their results by using real energy prices and 

movement data. Lastly we evaluated the results and documented. Figure 3 illustrates the processes that we 

followed during our research.  

 

 

Figure 3: Visual Representation of the Methodology. 
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Chapter 5 Literature Review 

A literature review can be described as a method or way to understand and clarify the problem that the 

thesis study tries to solve. To completely understand the domain of our study several research papers, 

journals, conference papers and books needed to be reviewed to understand characteristics of plug-in vehicles 

and the methods that are going to be relevant to create an intelligent agent representing plug-in vehicles in 

Power TAC multi-agent simulation test-bed. In this study we divided our literature review into two different 

parts. In the first part we focused on the plug-in vehicles and their characteristics. In the second part, we 

reviewed the methods and techniques for creating a suitable plug-in vehicle agent design for Power TAC. 

 

5.1 Studies over Plug-in Vehicles and User Models for Driving Behavior 

Since our study is related to Plug-in Vehicle agents we need an in depth knowledge of Plug-in Vehicles 

and understand their characteristics. Studies classify the plug in vehicles in two different classes which are 

Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEV) and Plug-in Hybrid Electric vehicles (PHEV). 

 The first types of Plug in vehicles are Plug-in Electrical Vehicles using only electricity as power source. 

Their design is simple and they have a low part count. Their motors act as a generator in regenerative 

breaking thereby providing power back to the batteries and in the process slows down the vehicle. The 

driving range of these vehicles is limited with the size of the battery and can be seen their main disadvantage. 

According to the EPRI-NRDC Joint Technical Report [17], they have a 40 mile all electric driving range. 

 The second type of Plug-in Vehicles is Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles which have more complex 

structures and they use both fuel and electricity as a power source.  The study of Ferdinando Luigi Mapelli et 

al. [4] shows that these vehicles can cover 30-60 km with no emissions, using only electrical drive (All 

electrical range-AER). The advantage of a PHEV over a hybrid electrical Vehicle is that due to external 

battery charging, the vehicle can run longer on electric power which in-turn reduces engine fuel consumption 

[3]. Figure 4 illustrates the discharging process of those vehicles by showing the state of charge of their 

batteries versus their driving range. As it is illustrated in the figure Electric Vehicles require full cycle 

capacity whereas PHEV’s have dual requirements of full cycle. Hybrid Vehicles require micro cycle 

capability; full cycles are not an issue due to small State of charge window.  

In this scenario the vehicles will be capable of feeding their energy back to the grid to support the grid 

balance. For doing this the vehicles should have V2G (Vehicle-to-Grid) capability and this capability 

provides the vehicles energy generation behavior. The V2G vehicles for distributed energy applications can 
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provide voltage and frequency regulation, spinning reserves, and electrical demand side management. If used 

in large numbers, V2G vehicles have the potential to absorb excess electricity produced by renewable 

sources, such as wind power, when the grid is operated at low load conditions [3]. Studies show that V2G 

vehicles could be a significant enabling factor for increased penetration of wind energy [7]. 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of discharge cycles for Electric Vehicles (Source Nemy et al. [22]) 

The proposed agents need to be tested by using driving patterns of the user. The study of Carsten Block 

[27] Development of a time series data store in particular for unified storage and fast retrieval of time series 

from decentralized energy generators and consumers are used to generate driving models for different types 

of users. This study provides a generator which creates artificial driving patterns for 3 different types of users 

which are employee, part-time employee and retired users. 

 

5.2 Studies over Agent Utilities, Negotiation Strategies and Preferences 

In our study we will try to implement Plug-in Vehicle Agents that takes the user preferences into account, 

learn the preferences of the car owner, and bid behalf of its owner autonomously. In order to find out the best 

way for our study we need to focus on preference elicitation techniques, user modeling domain and 

negotiation strategies. Our proposed vehicle agents are expected to be self-interested agents and their 

objective will be to maximize their owner’s utility based upon the customer preferences.  
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Since the customer preferences are of great importance, the studies over preference elicitation will be part 

of our focus area. As mentioned in the study of Boittler et al. [10] preference elicitation is a complex task and 

is a key focus of work in decision analysis, especially elicitation involving non-expert users. In our study, the 

quality of the preference elicitation will directly affect the quality of our agent’s behavior. Thus we analyzed 

different methods for preference elicitation and tried to find out the most relevant ones for our study. 

Afterwards, we can apply the preference elicitation methods for providing an efficient solution to the Vehicle 

owner by gathering only core information from him and generate the exact preferences and avoid 

redundancy. Methods presented in these studies can help our agents in efficient decision making. The study 

of Tuomas Sandholm et al. [11] presents a design of an auctioneer agent that uses topological structure 

inherent in the problem to reduce the amount of information that it needs from the bidders. Furthermore, they 

present an analysis tool as well as data structures for storing optimally assimilating information received from 

the bidders. They applied their method in combinatorial auctions in which bidders can place bids on 

combinations of items called “packages,” rather than just individual items [12]. The advantage of 

combinatorial auctions (CAs) is that the bidder can express his references entirely [12].  

In [11] they present a blueprint for a software agent (an elicitor) for auctioneer that will intelligently ask 

the bidders the right questions for determining good allocations without asking unnecessary questions. The 

key observation of this paper is that topological structure that is inherent in the problem can be used to 

intelligently ask only relevant questions about the bidders’ preferences while still finding the optimal 

(welfare-maximizing and/or Pareto-efficient) solution(s). Based on the information, the auctioneer agent can 

narrow down the set of potentially desirable allocations and decide which questions to ask the bidders next. 

They present two algorithms that capitalize on those observations and query the bidders selectively using 

restricted query policies. 

If the preferences of the vehicle owners are defined in qualitative way, the study of Craig Boutilier et al. 

[10] can be seen as a relevant study. The study over CP-nets proposes a qualitative graphical representation of 

preferences that reflects conditional dependence and independence of preference statements under ceteris 

paribus (all else being equal) interpretations. A key goal in this study of computer-based decision support is 

the construction of tools that allow the preference elicitation process to be automated, either partially or fully. 

The CP-Net representation presented in this study offers an appropriate tradeoff between allowing flexible 

preference expression and imposing a particular preference structure. The preference elicitation methods 

presented in these studies can be relevant for us only if they can be used for learning preferences of the 

vehicle users for negotiation.  
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The study of Young-Woo Seo et al. [15] presents a method in his study used for agent to learn user 

preferences. Although the domain of this study fairly different than ours, the reinforcement learning, used to 

adapt the most significant terms that represents user’s interest might be relevant for a proposed agent 

solution. The study presents a method for learning user's preferences by observing user behaviors during his 

interactions with the system [15].  

Despite there are limited background studies related to our study we focused on the studies using an agent 

based approach for energy trade and the consumer model in the study of Frances Brazier [1] et al. is designed 

for the purpose of load balancing in the energy grid can be seen as a relevant study for the future work. In 

order to handle electricity transfer, they used one Utility Agent for a number of Customer Agents. This study 

offers three different methods of negotiation in the load management domain which are Offer Method, the 

request bid Method and the Announce Reward Tables Method. All methods have different strengths and 

weaknesses and in our scenario these methods can be applied to different customer profiles.  

The first method presented in this study, offer method, is the easiest of three because only one step is 

made in the negotiation and then the negotiation ends.   The offer the Utility Agent proposes to its Customer 

Agents is that if they only use xmax % of a given amount of electricity, they will receive that electricity for a 

lower price. If, however, they use more electricity than this given amount, they will have to pay a higher price 

for the extra electricity they use. This xmax is the same for all consumers and the customer agents know the 

values for the lower, normal and higher prices for the electricity. This is an example of a ’take-it-or-leave-it’ 

deal: Customer Agents may only answer ’yes’ or ’no’ to this offer. If they say ’no’, they pay the normal 

electricity price in the peak period [1]. 

In the second one, request for bid method, customers have influence on the negotiation process by 

requesting an offer. This model concerns one to one negotiation with various offers whereas Power TAC uses 

auctions. When a peak in the electricity load is expected, then the utility agent communicates with customers 

and customers respond to the utility agent by defining their necessary amount of energy. If they agree on a 

price for Y load of energy, then the customer price that price since otherwise, normal price holds. 

The third method, announce reward tables method is a combination of both methods. It has the same idea 

with the request bid method but instead of giving customer agents complete freedom to communicate a bid of 

their choice, there are some discrete values from which they can choose.  

The study of Cuihong Li et al.[9] presents a model in their study for bilateral negotiations that considers 

the uncertain and dynamic outside options. The model presented in this study called dynamic multi-threaded 

negotiations expands the synchronized multithreaded model by considering the uncertain outside options that 

may come dynamically in the future. The idea behind this model (foreseeing possible arrivals of outside 
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options in the future) suits with the condition of our Plug-in Vehicle agents. Therefore, the negotiator must 

decide how much to offer in the current negotiation, and when to stop searching for future opportunities and 

accept an offer from the current negotiation. The result of this study shows that considering outside options 

can improve the utility of a negotiator in a negotiation.  

 Another model presented in this study, the “synchronized multi-threaded negotiation model” can be 

relevant when negotiators have knowledge about the outside options.  

Fernando Lopes et al. [8] present a model which offers a pre-negotiation step for the energy negotiation 

and separate the negotiation into two steps. In the first step they propose pre-negotiation which is the process 

of preparing and planning for negotiation and involves mainly the creation of a well-laid plan specifying the 

activities that negotiators should attend to before actually starting to negotiate. For the negotiation, they 

assign agendas for the agents which are a set of issues that are going to be delivered. These issues are ranked 

by defining the most important, the second important and so on. In our proposed agent the priorities will vary 

depending on the customer profiles. After the first step the actual negotiation takes place which is the process 

of moving toward agreement. 
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Chapter 6 Conceptual Design of the System- Task Perspective 

In this section, we have made a design for the energy management agent and the other cooperating agent’s 

tasks and we pointed out the interaction between the agents and their environment which agents are situated 

and constructed. In this part we present the necessary tasks of the agents from the task perspective. The task 

perspective concentrates on the process for which the problem description was made, abstracting from the 

parties involved. In this model the Plug-in Vehicle Agent will provide the vehicle status and vehicle 

characteristics information. The Vehicle owner agent will be responsible for providing the probability of 

movement information. The Energy management agent will use this information for reasoning during the 

bidding process and after evaluating the offers under the light of this information, the energy management 

agent it will respond to the broker agent.  

6.1 Problem Definition 

The variety of information that the Energy management agent needs to make an efficient decision about 

buying or selling energy can be seen as the main problem that energy management agent needs to solve. The 

task of the energy management agent is buying energy from Broker agent or selling energy back to the energy 

grid to automate the process of charging charge the vehicle by acquiring information from the plug-in vehicle 

agent and the vehicle owner agent. The task of the plug-in vehicle agent will be providing car state 

information such as battery status, vehicle characteristics and location. The task of the vehicle owner agent 

will be providing the vehicle owner information such as driving times, driving distances and degree of 

flexibility in negotiation process. 

6.2 Task Delegation 

This section defines the necessary tasks delegated over parties. Table 1 illustrates the energy management 

tasks delegated to the parties.   

Level Task Parties 

1 Energy Management Task  Energy Management Agent 

 Run bidding process Broker Agent 

 Vehicle Status Task Vehicle Owner Agent 

 Vehicle Owner Information Task Plug-in Vehicle Agent 

Table 1: Task Delegation. 
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6.3 Energy Management Agent Tasks 

 

This section gives insight to the necessary tasks that energy management needs to perform to automate the 

process of charging. The energy management agent needs to be able to perform a number of tasks in order to 

reach its design objectives. Figure 5 illustrates the most relevant tasks for energy management agent. 

 

 

Figure 5: Energy Management Agent Tasks. 

 

6.3.1 Determination of Outgoing Communication 

 

 Interpret vehicle status information with vehicle characteristics 
 

The status information of the vehicle needs to be interpreted so that the agent can get meaningful results 

for its incoming communication. Here the battery %charge status information can be translated into other 

relevant information such as range with current battery, charging duration of the battery and discharging 

duration of the battery in the current conditions. 
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 Evaluate vehicle owner information 
 

The Energy management agent needs to evaluate the conditions of the vehicle owner. It needs to evaluate 

the past movements based upon his driving patterns and based upon this information the agent needs to define 

the possible intended movement periods of the vehicle owner.  

 Asses the offers 

 

The Energy management agent needs to assess the offers about how good offers they are. The assessment 

task is separated into 2 sub tasks which are; 

o Compare current offers with historic prices 

The Energy management agent needs to compare the current offers with the previous prices of the offers 

in order to see how good offers they are. 

o Forecast the forthcoming offers  

The Energy management agent needs to forecast the future prices for making a decision about selling or 

buying energy.  

 

 Determine how to respond to the offers 

The Energy management agent needs to determine the outgoing communication to broker agent for how to 

respond to the offers. 

 

6.3.2 Execution of Outgoing Communication 

 

 Respond to the offers 

The Energy management agent needs to respond to the broker agent for the offers.  
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6.4 Broker Agent Tasks 

The broker agent would be responsible for running the bidding process. It will receive the energy prices 

from its external world and deliver these offers to energy management agent. Figure 6 illustrates the most 

relevant tasks that Broker agent needs to perform. 

 

 

Figure 6: Task Delegation for Broker Agent. 

 

 

6.4.1 Determination of Outgoing Communication 

 Generate Offers 

The Broker agent needs to generate offers and send these offers to energy management agent. 

 

 Award Offers 

The Broker agent needs to award and confirm the offers coming from energy management agent. 

6.4.2 Execution of Outgoing Communication 

 Sell Energy 

The Broker agent sells energy to the energy management agent. 

 

 Award Offers 

The Broker buys energy from the energy management agent. 
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6.5 Plug-in Vehicle Agent Tasks 

 

The Plug-in vehicle agent can be seen as an information provider for the energy management agent and it 

will be responsible in providing car status information to the energy management agent. Figure 7 illustrates 

the most relevant tasks that Plug-in Vehicle agent needs to be able to perform. 

 

 

Figure 7: Task Delegation for Plug-in Vehicle Agent. 

6.5.1 Determination of Outgoing Communication 

 Determine vehicle status information 

 

The plug-in vehicle agent observes the battery status information for determining the necessary amount of 

the energy. 

 

 Determine vehicle characteristics information 

 

The Plug-in vehicle agent needs to determine vehicle characteristics information about state of charge 

versus range and discharging time versus distance covered in order to interpret the current status of the 

vehicle. 

 

 Determine vehicle’s Location information 

 

The Plug-in vehicle agent needs to determine the location of the vehicle to check whether the vehicle is in 

a charging location or not. 
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6.5.2 Determination of Outgoing Communication 

 

 Communicate Vehicle  Status Information 

 

The Plug-in Vehicle agent needs to communicate information to the energy management agent about the 

battery status of the vehicle and the range that the vehicle can cover in km with the current battery to the 

energy management agent. 

 

 Communicate Vehicle  Characteristics Information 

 

The Plug-in Vehicle Agent needs to communicate the vehicle characteristics information to the energy 

management agent. 

 

 

 Communicate Vehicle’s Location Information 

The Plug-in Vehicle agent needs information to the energy management agent about the location of the 

vehicle. 
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6.6 Vehicle Owner Agent Tasks 

 

The Vehicle owner agent can be seen as a model of the user and this agent will be responsible on 

providing the user preferences information to the energy management agent. Figure 8 illustrates the most 

relevant tasks that vehicle owner agent needs to perform. 

 

 

Figure 8: Task Delegation for Vehicle Owner Agent. 

 

6.6.1 Provision of Observation Results 

 

 Define vehicle owner’s Movement 

 

The vehicle owner agent needs to define information about movement history of the vehicle owner. This 

information will be in the form of driving distance and time of the day. 

6.6.2 Provision of Incoming Communication 

 Define Vehicle owner’s Preference Information 

 

The vehicle owner agent needs to define the preferences of the vehicle owner in the form of degree of 

flexibility for the negotiation period in order to satisfy the expectations of the vehicle owner. 
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6.6.3 Determination of Information to be communicated 

 

 Determine movement periods of the vehicle owner 
 

The vehicle owner agent needs to determine the vehicle owners driving patterns to analyze when the 

vehicle owner is available to trade energy and the distance that the vehicle owner covers. 

 

6.6.4 Execution of Outgoing Communication 

 Communicate Range Information of the Vehicle Owner 

The vehicle owner agent needs to communicate the driving range information of the owner to the energy 

management agent in order to define the necessary amount of energy needs to be traded.  

 

 Communicate Driving Time Information of the Vehicle Owner 

 

The vehicle owner agent needs to communicate driving time information of the vehicle owner to the 

energy management agent in order to decide when to trade energy from broker agent. 

 

 Communicate the vehicle owner preferences 

 

The vehicle owner agent needs to communicate the preference information of the user to the energy 

management agent in order to act behalf of the user by considering his degree of flexibility in negotiation 

period. 
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Chapter 7 Conceptual Design of the System: Multi-Agent Perspective 

A multi-agent perspective on the levels of abstraction can be obtained by concentrating foremost on which 

parties (human agents, system agents, and one or more external worlds) play a role [21]. The first level of 

abstraction (top level) is always the level of the entire system. The second level immediately reflects the 

different parties that play a role in the system under design in this case Broker Agent, Energy Management 

Agent, Plug-in Vehicle Agent, Vehicle Owner Agent and External World. Figure 9 illustrates the overview of 

Multi-Agent System. 

 

 

Figure 9: Top Level Multi Agent System 

7.1 Highest Process Abstraction Level within Multi-Agent System 

 

Five different types of agents are defined at the level of multi agent systems which are;  

 

 Broker Agent 

 Energy Management Agent 

 Plug-in Vehicle Agent 

 Vehicle Owner Agent 

 External World 

 

The top level of the multi agent system for the Power TAC scenario is illustrated in the figure 9. The 

information exchange specification for the entire multi agent system is illustrated at figure 10.Here we will 

focus on the information exchange between the agents. In order to make a decision about buying or selling 

energy, the energy management agent needs to communicate with the other agents. First the energy 
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management agent will receive offers from the Broker Agent in the form of incoming communication. During 

this process the vehicle owner agent and the plug-in vehicle agent provide the vehicle status and the vehicle 

owner information to the energy management agent. As a result of this process the energy management agent 

makes a decision for the energy trade. An overview to input and output information types is illustrated in 

Table 2. 

 

 

Figure 10: Information Exchange at the highest process abstraction level. 
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7.2 Inference Information Types for Multi-Agent System 

 

The energy management agent is capable of communication with other agents and it will receive incoming 

communication info and send outgoing communication info.  Since the energy management agent does not 

have direct communication with the world it reaches to the world information through other agents. Table 2 

makes an overview to energy management agent inference information types.  

 

Agent Input information types Output Information Types 

Energy Management Agent Incoming communication Info 

 

Outgoing communication Info 

 

Broker Agent Incoming communication Info 

Observation Result Info 

Outgoing communication Info 

Plug-in Vehicle Agent Incoming communication Info 

Observation Result Info 

Outgoing communication Info 

 

Vehicle owner Agent Incoming communication Info 

Observation Result Info 

Outgoing communication Info 

Table 2: Specification of Inference Information Types. 

 

 

7.3 Highest Process Abstraction Level within Energy Management Agent 

A number of processes can be defined to manage the communication for the energy management agent 

with other agents. This section focuses on the necessary components for the energy management agent. The 

components of the system are referred by the study of Braizer et al. “Compositional Design and Reuse of a 

Generic Agent Model” [21] and applied to our domain. Figure 11 illustrates the necessary components for the 

energy management agent.  
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Figure 11: Components of Energy Management Agent. 

First, Agent Interaction Management manages the interaction with other agents. Within this process, the 

energy management agent is going to analyze the incoming communication and determine the outgoing 

communication. The plug-in vehicle agent will provide the battery status information and battery 

characteristics as input information. The vehicle owner agent provides movement information and the user 

preference information. 

 In order to maintain information coming from the agents, Maintenance of Agent Information will provide 

ability to maintain information on the other agents which it cooperates. Maintenance of world information 

will provide ability to store price information coming from the Broker Agent. The Own process control 

component will define the characteristics of the energy management agent. Besides these generic agent tasks, 

the energy management agent needs 4 different processes which are Interpret vehicle status information, 

evaluate vehicle owner information, assess the offers and determine how to respond to offers. First, the 

Interpret vehicle status analyzes the information about vehicle battery status, vehicle location and the vehicle 

characteristics. The Second one, Evaluate vehicle owner information will analyzes vehicle owner conditions 

such as movement time, movement distance and the user preference. Third, Asses the offers analyzes the 

offers coming from broker agent under the light of historic prices to see how good offers they are. The last 

one, determine how to respond to offers combines vehicle owner, vehicle status and the offer information and 

will make a decision about how to respond to the offers. Figure 12 illustrates the process composition of the 

Energy Management Agent. 
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Figure 12: Information Exchange at the highest process abstraction level within Energy 

Management Agent. 

 

 

7.4 Inference Information types for Energy Management Agent 

The Energy management agent is capable of communication with other agents and it will receive 

incoming communication info and send outgoing communication info.  Since the energy management agent 

does not have direct communication with the world, it receives the world info in the form of incoming 

communication. Table 3 makes an overview to energy management agent inference information types. The 

own process control component uses belief information as an input and generates own characteristics info as 

an output in order define different behaviors based upon the battery status and movement information. The 

agent interaction management component uses incoming communication and belief information as input 
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information and generates outgoing communication info, extended with maintenance info on world and 

maintenance info on agents. Maintenance information is used to prepare the storage of beliefs on 

communicated world and agent information.  

 

Process Input information types Output Information Types 

Own Process Control Belief Info 

 

Own Characteristic Info 

Agent Interaction Management Incoming communication 

Belief Info 

Own Characteristic Info 

Outgoing communication Info 

Maintenance info on world 

Maintenance info on Agents 

 

Maintenance of Agent Info Belief Info on Agents 

 

Belief Info 

 

Maintenance of World Info Belief Info on World Belief Info 

Agent Specific Tasks Belief Info Belief Info 

Table 3: Specification of inference info types within Energy Management Agent and AST. 

7.5 Agent Specific Task for the Energy Management Process 

This section gives insight into the agent specific task of the energy management agent that includes the 

algorithm to automate the process of charging of plug-in electric vehicles. To automate the charging process 

of the vehicles, the energy management agent needs to take all the conditions of the cooperating agents into 

account and as a result of this, it should make a proper decision about buying energy, selling energy or doing 

nothing. When the energy management agent receives an offer from broker agent, it communicates with the 

cooperating agents Vehicle owner Agent and Plug-in Vehicle Agent for acquiring information. Vehicle owner 

agent provides the movement information and the degree of flexibility information of the user and Plug-in 

Vehicle Agent provides battery status, battery characteristics and location information. After receiving the 

incoming communication from the cooperating agents, the energy management agent evaluates the conditions 

of the vehicle and predicts the future trip. Based upon that, the energy management agent defines the 

necessary amount of energy to buy or sell. After defining the necessary amount of energy to buy or sell, 

energy management agent assesses the offers and responds to the offers. Figure 13 illustrates the energy 

management process workflow in the Multi-Agent System 
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Figure 13: Energy Management Process workflow. 

7.5.1 Evaluation of the Plug-in Vehicle and Vehicle Owner Agent Information 

The vehicle owner agent provides the historic movement patterns and the user preference information to 

the energy management agent. In this study the preferences of the user are defined by using a threshold value 

in the historic movements. In this assumption higher threshold values define the user’s preference in price. If 

the user defines the threshold value high, that means that the user want to take the trips which have high 

probability to occur into account and extends its negotiation period. On the other hand, the lower threshold 

values define the user’s preference in flexibility for driving the vehicle. By determining the threshold value 

low, the user takes more trips into account and keeps the vehicle’s battery charged for driving the vehicle. 

Figure 14 illustrates an example probability of movement graph for an example vehicle owner.  
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Figure 14: Probability of Movement Graph for an example Vehicle Owner. 

As it is illustrated in the historic movement graph of a user, threshold values defined at different levels 

defines the preferences of the user. If the user uses a low threshold value, it defines the user’s preference on 

flexibility in driving by predicting his first movement time early based upon the historic driving patterns of 

the user. This assumption would provide the user a short negotiation period however he would make his 

vehicle’s battery ready even for the trips which have low probability. On the other hand a higher threshold 

value predicts the first movement time later which means that the user have longer period to search for good 

offers. By using an efficient price algorithm which is capable of using the whole negotiation period, the user 

can increase his profit by having longer negotiation period to trade energy however he takes the risk of 

having no battery when he needs to move. 

After predicting the trip, the Energy management agent evaluates the vehicle status information. In order 

to define the necessary amount of energy for the predicted trip, the energy management agent converts the 

current battery status information into distance information by taking the vehicle’s characteristics information 

into account. Afterwards the energy management agent compares this information with the trip that the owner 

might cover and it makes a decision for buying energy or selling energy or doing nothing. The steps that 

energy management agent follows can be seen like following; 

1. Agent checks the current Battery Status in km. 

2. Agent checks the predicted first movement time and predicted trip distance. 

Figure 15 illustrates the decision algorithm of the energy management agent after comparing the battery 

status and the trip that the vehicle owner would cover.  
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Figure 15: Energy management algorithm for making a decision about energy trade.  

7.5.2 Assessment of the Offers  

In order to find a proper solution to give our agent ability to decide how good the offers are, the energy 

prices are analyzed in different graphs. In this study the energy prices used as offers are the real energy prices 

and they are provided by EEX (European Energy Exchange) which is a leading trading market in energy 

sector. Figure 16 illustrates the 1 month average energy prices graphs to see how they are deviating during 

one month period. It shows the daily average energy prices graph for 1 month period for the whole day. 

 

 

Figure 16: EEX Energy Prices for 1 Month Period. 
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Since the patterns of different weeks are reasonably different from each other, we have decided to focus 

on the prices deviations in the same days of different weeks, where the price differences could be more stable. 

In order to see the deviation of the energy prices during the day, we compared 4 Mondays in one month 

period. Figure 17 illustrates the price information for 4 Mondays in the same month. 

 

 

Figure 17: Analysis of identical day prices in one month period. 

The graph shows that the energy prices are sufficiently low during the night period thus the energy 

management agent charges the battery fully when the trip prediction is made during the night period. As it is 

also mentioned in Power TAC study, these price changes occur due to many uncontrollable factors such as 

changes in weather conditions, demographic changes and different trading strategies among trades. This fact 

involved us to use a short term prediction base algorithm for evaluating the energy prices. In order to make a 

decision about when to buy or sell energy we inspired from an exponential smoothing method which is a 

forecasting method used for predicting forthcoming prices by considering the previous prices. This method is 

used when the data is horizontal and requires little computation.  
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The equation to calculate an exponential smoothing is: 

 

 

Ft=At-1+(1-)Ft-1 

Where;  

Ft represents forecast for the period t, 

At-1 represents actual value of the time-series in the prior period,   

Ft-1 represents forecast made for the prior period   

and represents smoothing constant between zero and one. 

The equation for this study have simplified and assumed that if there is a decrease in prices, it will keep 

decreasing and if there is an increase in the prices, it will keep increasing. As it is mentioned before, the 

energy management agent would have different characteristics for buying and selling energy depending on its 

tendency to charge. In our proposed agent solution, the energy management agent would use this assumption 

in two different ways depending on his purpose either buying or selling energy. If the agent characteristics 

involve the agent to buy energy, it waits until the first increase in the offers and buys from this price. 

Contrarily, the agent involved in selling waits until first decrease in offers to sell its energy back to grid. 

Additionally, since the energy prices are sufficiently attractive during the night period, if the energy 

management agent needs energy to charge the vehicle and if the need of charge occurred during the night 

period, the energy management agent charges the vehicle fully.  

 

 

7.6 Generic Information Types for Communication and Maintenance 

 

The generic information types for communication are necessary information types for having a social 

agent environment. The Energy management agent needs to be able to receive incoming communication and 

generate outgoing communication. Figure 18 and 19 illustrate the generic information types for 

communication and this information is modeled by an information element, agent identifier and truth 

indicator (see Figure 22).  

 In order to store information the agent needs the information type Belief Info which is illustrated in figure 

21. As a result of the communication process, sufficient information would be stored on the other agents by 

using maintenance of agent component.  
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incoming communication

communicated by

Info Element Sign Agent

 

Figure 18: Information Type incoming communication Info. 

 

outgoing communication

to be communicated to

Info Element Sign Agent

 

Figure 19: Information Type outgoing communication info. 
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new info on agents

New Agent Info

Agent Info Element Sign

 

Figure 20: Maintenance information on agents. 

 

 

Figure 21: Information Type belief info. 
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Figure 22: Truth indicator. 
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7.7 Information Types for Agent Identification 

The energy management agent needs to identify the agents that it communicates and cooperates with for 

acquiring information. Figure 23 shows the agent Identification Information type that shows the agents’ 

energy management agent needs to identify.  For identifying the agents, the energy management agent uses 

the information types for communication explained and depicted in previous section. Figure 24 shows the 

relationship between Info element and the agent info element. 
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Figure 23: Information Type-Agent Identification. 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Information Type- Agent Info Element 
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7.8 Information types for communication with Broker Agent 

 

The Energy management agent needs to communicate with the Broker Agent for receiving the offers and 

responding to the offers. Figure 25 shows the necessary information types for Offer Information that the 

energy management needs to evaluate. 

 

 

Figure 25: Information Type- Offer Info. 

7.9 Information types for communication with Plug-in Vehicle Agent 

The Energy management agent needs to acquire the location, vehicle characteristics and battery status 

information from the Plug-in Vehicle Agent. Figure 26 shows the relationship between the vehicle 

characteristics information and battery status information types which would provide information to the 

energy management agent for translating the battery status information into range and discharging 

information. Figure 27 shows the Information type Location Info which is used for defining the vehicle’s 

location. 
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Figure 26: Information Type- Battery Status and characteristics Info. 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Information Type- Location Info. 

7.10 Information Types for communication with Vehicle Owner Agent 

The Energy management agent needs to acquire the movement time, movement distance and preference 

information from the Vehicle Owner Agent. Figure 28 shows the necessary information type Movement Info 

for acquiring the movement information and energy preference information of the vehicle owner. Figure 29 

illustrates the User preference information that defines the flexibility of the user in the process of charging 

based upon his probability of movement. 
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Figure 28: Information Type-Movement Info. 

 

 

Figure 29: Information Type- User Preference Info. 
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7.11 Information Types for the Agent Characteristics 

 

The Energy management agent needs to evaluate the vehicle owner and vehicle status information in order 

to decide how to act based upon its user. The energy management agent chooses different own characteristics 

by considering the battery status and the trip that the driver would cover. Different characteristics of the agent 

influence the agent’s behaviour about buying energy or selling the energy or doing nothing. The agent 

determines its characteristics by judging the status information of the battery by comparing it with the 

forthcoming predicted trip. The information types depicted in Figure 30 and 31 can be used to express 

different characteristics of the energy management agent. 

 

Figure 30: Information Type- Agent Characteristics Info. 

 

 

Figure 31: Information Type – Own Characteristics Info. 
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Chapter 8 Experiment Setup and Results 

To verify the effectiveness of the agent model described in chapter 6 and chapter 7, experiments were run 

simulating the actual function of the energy management agent in a real environment. These simulations are 

based on discrete time events, i.e. every time (at 1 hour intervals of simulated time) a new price for 

buying/selling is offered and the agent makes a decision if and how much energy to buy or sell. Subsequently, 

the owner may perform an action, i.e. drive the car for a certain distance. The agent is evaluated on the basis 

of the net cost paid (or profit earned) and how well it catered for the owner’s trips with sufficient energy.  

This chapter explains the experiment setup of the Plug-in Vehicle Agent model and gives detailed 

information about the simulation environment. The first section explains the experimental method and the 

benchmark agents that are used to evaluate the strategy of the energy management agent against simple basic 

strategies. The second section explains the generation of the data used in the experiments while the following 

explains the metrics that are used for the utility of the agents. The results of the experiments are presented in 

the last section of this chapter. 

 

8.1 Experiment Method and Benchmark Agents 

As was mentioned above, the simulation is based on a sequence of events taking place in 1 hour intervals 

of simulated time. At each beginning of an hour, the broker agent offers a price for buying and selling energy. 

If the car at this time is at home and plugged in, the agent has the option of buying or selling energy. 

Subsequently, the owner may perform an action, i.e. drive the car for some distance. Naturally, if the trip 

takes more than an hour, the agent will not be able to charge or sell in the next event but, in general, trips 

shorter than one hour are assumed to start after the beginning of the hour, thus do not cause the agent to miss 

any opportunities for buying/selling. This setup is rather simplistic but offers a simulation test bed that is 

sufficient for initial experiments. 

In this study we experimented with the Plug-In Vehicle Agent(PVA) with two different settings for the 

look-ahead limit of the prediction algorithm (see Figure 32): the values chosen are 12 and 24, i.e. the 

prediction algorithm of the agent looks forward for only 12 (or 24) hours each time it makes a decision. 

Figure 32 illustrates the algorithm for Energy Management Agent that is representing the Plug-In Vehicle 

Agent’s in Power TAC simulation test-bed. 
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Figure 32: Algorithm of the Energy Management Agent. 

 In order to validate the utility of the plug-in agent’s algorithm, it was compared with two benchmark 

agents. The first one, Last Moment, is an agent that can only determine the driver’s action in the following 

hour and, thus, can charge the vehicle just before a trip. Figure 33 illustrates the algorithm of the Last 

Moment agent. The second is the Cautious agent which fully charges the vehicle’s battery whenever it is 

plugged in and the battery is not already full. Figure 34 illustrates the algorithm of the Cautious agent. Both 

benchmark agents employ simplistic strategies without making predictions for future movement or waiting 

for good prices. The benchmark strategies can also be seen as approximations of simple human behavior: a 

cautious person fully charges the car right after returning from a trip, while less responsible driver only 

considers energy only when he wants to travel. 

As can be seen in the algorithms in Figures 32 and 33, the Plug-In Vehicle Agent and the Last Moment 

benchmark use the prediction method (described in chapter 7) to determine whether there would be 

movement within a certain amount of time. This prediction is based o n history data available to the agent. 

For this reason, in a simulation run, an agent is initially provided with four weeks of history data and then 

evaluated over an additional four weeks period. As evaluation proceeds, driver actions are added to the 

agent’s history. 
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Figure 33: Algorithm of the Last Moment Agent. 

 

 

Figure 34: Algorithm of the Cautious Agent. 

8.2 Experiment Data 

The simulation described above uses data for both driver behavior and energy prices. The driver behavior 

data used is based on data acquired from IISM Time series data store generator [27] which provides 

movement data for various artificial driving profiles by using the results of a survey made in Karlsruhe 

University Germany and the experiments presented here use data resembling three different driver behaviors: 

an employee user, a part-time user employee and a retired user. Different profiles exhibit different behaviors: 

an employee user has more frequent movement but is more predictable with trips occurring in similar times 

while a retired’s movements are much more sparse and random. Each profile poses a different type and level 

of challenge.  

The movement data is in the form of a list of distances: one number in kilometers for each hour of the day 

representing the length of the movement during that hour (with 0 denoting no trip at all). To enable multiple 
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repeats, random noise had to be added to this movement data. This was done as follows: using the data for 

one week from IISM Time series data store generator [27] as a seed, a new week is created by altering each 

number in the list iteratively. If the distance is non-zero, it is maintained with probability pk, otherwise it is 

turned to 0. If the distance is zero, then with probability pn it is replaced by a new random distance drawn 

from the positive side of a normal distribution (0, σ). Intuitively, existing trips are kept with probability pk 

while new trips are created with probability pn. The parameters of this procedure (pk, pn, σ) were set 

differently for each profile and are summarized in Table 4. The above method was used to generate four 

weeks of history plus four weeks of evaluation data for each simulation run. The seed used was always the 

same week data (acquired from the IISM generator). 

 

 

 Full-time 

Employee 

Part-time 

Employee 

Retiree 

pk 0.5 0.5 0.3 

pn 0.1 0.15 0.08 

σ 30 30 10 

Table 4 The parameters for generating movement data. 

Energy price data were acquired from EEX (European Energy Exchange) [28]. This data is in the form of 

a list prices, one every hour. To make the comparison among strategies fair, price data was not altered and no 

noise was added for different repeats. The original data (of length four weeks) was used for all simulations. 

 

8.3 Metrics for Utility Measurements and Penalty Definition 

 

In order to measure the utility of the agents, the net cost per km and penalty in km are used as metrics: 

i. The net cost per km is calculated by dividing the total cost paid for energy by the total distance 

that the vehicle covered. The smaller the net cost is the better an agent performs (with negative 

values showing profit achieved with efficient selling decisions).  
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ii. Penalty in km represents the sum of the distances of trips that are missed due to insufficient 

energy. Since the agent is making predictions using historic driving patterns, such predictions can 

be wrong due to unprecedented driver behavior. The result is that the agent considers there will 

be no movement and decides not to charge or sell but the driver in fact decides to travel. Such 

situations are of course undesirable and a penalty is measured, summing the distances of all the 

trips missed in such a manner. 

 

8.4 Summary and Results 

The simulation setting described in the previous paragraphs was used to test the efficiency of the Plug-

in Vehicle Agent (PVA) and compare it to the Cautious and Last Moment benchmarks. As was mentioned 

above, movement data were used from three different driver profiles and all agents were tested for all 

driver profiles. Furthermore, as was explained in chapter 7, the behavior of the Plug-in Vehicle Agent is 

influenced by the threshold value used, thus, runs were made for threshold values t=0, 0.1, 0.2, …, 1. 

Since in the end of a run an agent has maximum eight weeks of history (see 8.1) and the probability is 

calculated as the number that there was a trip on the same day/hour divided by the total number of 

available history on this day/hour the smallest interval for these probability is 1/8, thus a finer granularity 

in the threshold values tested is unnecessary.  

With three agents, three profiles and 11 threshold values, there are total of 99 settings. Each setting was 

run 100 repeats with random noise added to the driver behavior (as explained in 8.2). The experimental 

setup is summarized in Table 5. 

  

Agents PVA (l=12), PVA (l=24), Cautious, 

Last Moment. 

Driver profiles Employee, Part-Time Employee, 

Retired. 

Threshold 0, 0.1 ,0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 , 0.7, 

0.8, 0.9, 1.0 

Simulated time 4 Weeks 
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Repeats 100 

Table 5: Summary of the Experiment Setup. 

Figure 35 shows the results of full-time employee profile which the vehicle owner covers the highest 

distance during the simulation. Figure 35 (a) presents the net cost per km and (b) presents the total 

penalties (see 8.3for an explanation of the metrics) for four different types of strategies which are PVA 

(l=12), PVA (l=24), Last Moment and Cautious.   

 

 

Figure 35: Results of (a) Net cost per km and (b) Total penalties for the Full-time Employee User. 

(a) 

(b) 
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As we can see in figure 35 PVA has lowest net cost per km but also incurs the highest penalties. Thus 

we can say that limit values used for the trip prediction seem to have an influence both in net cost per km 

and total penalties. The Last moment strategy presented in these graphs collects lower penalties than the 

PVA strategies since it is using the limit of 1 for the trip prediction whereas PVA strategies gets better 

results in net cost in km since they are using higher limits to predict a trip. The cautious strategy is the best 

strategy when it comes to penalties since it charges the vehicle fully after every trip whereas it has the 

highest cost per km. 

Figure 36 shows the results of part-time employee profile which the vehicle owner covers the lower 

distance than the employee profile during the simulation. Figure 36 (a) presents the net cost per km and 

(b) presents the total penalties for four different types of strategies which are PVA (l=12), PVA (l=24), 

Last Moment and Cautious. The trends presented on the graphs are quite similar to employee user but 

since the part-time employee covers less distance than the employee profile, (a) the net cost per km and 

(b) the total penalties are lower for this profile. 
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Figure 36: Results of (a) Net cost per km and (b) Total penalties for the Part-time Employee User. 

 

Figure 36 shows the results of retired employee user which the user covers the lowest distance during 

the simulation. Figure 36 (a) presents the net cost per km and (b) presents the total penalties for four 

different types of strategies which are PVA (l=12), PVA (l=24), Last Moment and Cautious. Similarly to 

the part-time profile, the trends presented on the graphs are quite similar to employee user but since the 

part-time employee covers lowest distance in all of these profiles, we can see the lowest values for (a) the 

net cost per km and (b) the total penalties in this profile. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 37: Results of (a) Net cost per km and (b) Total penalties for the Retired User. 

 

Figure 38 shows the results of the averaging all types of users data out. Figure 38 (a) presents the net 

cost per km and (b) presents the total penalties for four different types of strategies which are PVA (l=12), 

PVA (l=24), Last Moment and Cautious.   

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 38: Results of (a) Net cost per km and (b) Total penalties for the average of the all types of 

the user’s data out. 

Figure 39 shows the standard deviation of net cost in km and total penalties for the average of all types 

of user. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 39: Standard deviation of the (a) net cost in Km and (b) the penalties for the average of all 

users. 

 

8.5 Discussion of the Results 

The research resulted with plug-in vehicle agents that are taking the preferences of the user, the 

conditions of the vehicle and thereby autonomously bid behalf of the user. The experimental results 

presented here show that the Plug-in Vehicle Agent can negotiate the purchase of energy and recharge of 

the car’s battery efficiently. In these results we can see that net cost per km is much lower for the PVA 

compared to the benchmarks for all driver profiles, even making a good profit as can be seen in Figure 37.  

(a) 

(b) 
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However, this low cost comes with high penalties. Surprisingly, the Plug-in Vehicle agent has higher 

penalties than the Last Moment benchmark (of course the Cautious benchmark has always zero penalties). 

This can be attributed to the selling behavior of the Plug-in Vehicle Agent: when wrongly predicting there 

is no imminent movement, the agent may sell energy making it more likely that the next unforeseen trip 

will be lost due to insufficient energy. 

As was expected the threshold level greatly influences the cost and penalty values of the Plug-in 

Vehicle Agent and the Last Moment benchmark.  Higher thresholds mean that the agent accepts only very 

likely trips, thus, recharges are less while penalties are higher. A very interesting observation is that, in all 

cases, a threshold of only 0.1 for the Plug-in Vehicle Agent reduces cost close to its optimal value while 

keeping penalties relatively low. This suggests that keeping a low threshold value, thus discarding only the 

very unlikely trips may yield the best results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 9 Conclusion and Future Work 

This thesis has explored the feasibility and efficiency of using a Plug-in Vehicle Agent model for 

automating the process of charging the plug-in vehicles. The plug-in vehicle agent model presented here is 
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a simple agent model whose behavior is autonomously trading the energy behalf of their user and it is 

open for new research and developments. In our strategies we aimed to use a sustainable approach by 

orientating our agents charge the vehicle at night periods when the energy prices are relatively attractive in 

order to use these vehicles as storage capacity for the renewable energy so that these agents can support 

the energy grid during the day. 

The survey of the literature indicates that there is not any research on automating the process of 

charging the Electrical vehicles by using an agent based solution thus this research will add a new research 

to the literature. The model presented in this study is open to many improvements. 

The agent was tested using simulations and was compared to two simple benchmarks. Simulations used 

data from IISM and EEX to simulate the function of the agent in real operation. All three agents were 

tested against three driver behaviors employee, part-time employee and retired user and various threshold 

levels. Results show that the Plug-in vehicle agent achieves the lower cost but also has the highest 

penalties. Threshold values are very important greatly influencing cost and penalty. Threshold of 0.1 

seems to be a good choice. 

Though the work presented in this thesis provides a starting point for automating the process of 

charging Plug-in Electrical vehicles and initial insights of the behavior and efficiency of a vehicle agent, 

further study is required in a more detailed and extended manner. The survey of literature indicates that 

there exist several opportunities to improve the plug-in vehicle agent model by using different methods 

and techniques. First and foremost different types of strategies can significantly improve the behaviour of 

the model and can get much more efficient results both in trip prediction and the utility. Furthermore, 

assessment of the offers is kept rather simple and not capable of using the whole negotiation period that 

the vehicle agent defines until the movement. An improved and more sophisticated price algorithm can 

significantly increase the net income of these vehicles both while selling and buying the energy from the 

energy grid.  The agent strategies presented here is rather basic, using a small simplistic strategy and a 

basic approach to prediction. In order to explore the feasibility and usability of energy agents in real 

situations, more elaborate approaches are required. Such advanced agents can make use of computational 

intelligence and machine learning methods for predictions or for the whole agent strategy, catering for 

greater adaptability to specific users. 

Since the energy trading procedure between Power TAC and the plug in vehicle agents are not clearly 

defined yet, we used our own method which basically the Plug-in Vehicle Agent accepts or rejects the 

offer’s coming from the Broker Agent. The simulation setup used in the experiments presented here is also 
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rather simple, with synchronized events and rather coarse granularity in time. To confirm the results 

presented here and to better test the efficiency of energy agents, a more detailed simulation setup would be 

required. Lastly, the movement data provided by IISM time series generator [27] is realistic but it can be 

improved by recording the behavior of real persons for longer periods. 

 

Results are interesting but further work is needed. More detailed and realistic simulations and driver 

data are required. Also, more advanced agents and agent strategies are needed. 
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